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Minimum Risk Indices Revisited 
 
 
Abstract: 
 

Market indices are an essential tool for finance but have not been developed 
under a theoretical coherent framework. Different construction methodologies, 
weighting criterions and component selection procedures are available for 
practitioners and academics, ‘creating an indexing chaos’. Latelly, the 
preoccupation about minimizing risk, results confirming Capitalization 
Weighted indices inefficiency, and new studies regarding portfolio optimization 
have increased the preocupation to create Minimum Variance Indices. In this 
article we propose a theoretical framework for the construction of Minimum 
Risk Indices (MRI) and apply it to the US market using the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average in the 1988-2011 period. Althought in the literature 
Minimum Risk Indices show more efficiency than other market indices, this 
results are not maintained with the old price Dow Jones Industrial Average 
Index. The simple price weighting criterion seems able to beat cap-weighted 
and even MRI. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Althought indexing is essential to fin ance, it is q uite difficult to find articles or theory 
regarding indexation. Financial papers use indexes to meas ure market performance, 
to calculate the parameters of the CAPM or as proxies to asset performance, but few 
papers have indexes as the rese arch object ive. Only so me authors [Schoenfeld 
(2004), Bro by (2007), Andreu (20 10)] have tried to siste matize index construction,  
and less h ave analys ed how it affects inde x performa nce1, risk a nd statisti cal 
characteristics [Demey et al. (20 10)]. Because a seriou s, rigorous and evolved  
theoretical framework for indexation is still not available, and the evolution of Fisher’s 
(1922, 1966) work is still to com e, each sto ck exchange or index provider has 
developed its own construction methodology and criterions. There are index providers 
that build total return indices, meanwhile others use price indices; some indexes a re 
built using  Laspeyres approaches, meanw hile others have Paasc he or mean 
formulae; there are style, sector,  country  indices, and pra ctitioners a nd empirica l 
literature provide alternative weighting criterions to Capitalization Weigh ting (CW)2 as 
Equal-Weighting (EW), Price (PW ), GDP (GDPW), Neg otiation-Weighting (NW), 
Fundamental-Weighting (FW) or Risk-Optimized-Weighting (ROW); there are  
comitees th at decide w ith stocks must enter or exit and index, me anwhile so me 
authors present statist ical ways 3 to select inde x compone nts. A recent interest to 
solve ‘the indexing chaos’  has app eared in the literature [Andreu and Torra (2010), 
Maillard et al. (2010), Demey et al. (2010)] because how we build and weight indices 
is really imp ortant and not innocuou s at all in index performance, CAPM estimatio ns 
[Roll and Ross (1994), Hwang and Satchell (2002), Breidenbach et al. (2006)], or in  
the results passive investors obtain following  a benchmark. This p aper tries t o 
continue with this recent preoccupation. 
 
First equity indexes appeared in last years of  the 19th Century and the first half of th e 
20th. Latter, from the Efficient Market  Hypothesis and CAPM,  finance derived passive 
investment using a  wide CW inde x was the optimal stra tegy every i nvestor must 
follow in t heir investment attemps, and the  idea spread  over pract itioners a nd 
accademics [Malkiel (1973), Samu elson (1974) and Ellis (1995)], and a comple xe 
world around CW indexation eclosionated. CW indexes grew expone ntially due to  
lower mana gement costs, simplifie d manager selection and evaluation, superio r 
average results, and the enthusiasm for EMH an d CAPM. The great majority of world 
market indices are CW because: i) CW represent the investment set and the average 
return of an  asset class. ii) CW is consistent with the ‘bu y and hold strategy’, the  
Modern Portfolio Theor y, the CAPM and EMH. iii) CW indices sho uld be mea n-
variance efficient accor ding to the CAPM. Bu t, CW also has some undesirable  
characteristics: i) CW presents gro wth bias and lack of diversification  -concentrates 
investments in few stocks-. ii) CW incorporates m omentum bias -ov erweight 
overpriced stocks and underweight underpriced stocks-. When market prices collapse 
toward the fair value, CW portfolios experience greater price decline s than other non-
price-weighted portfolios, leading to a performance drag in CW portfolios and indices  
[Treynor (2 005), Hsu (2006)]. iii)  CW mark et indices and portfoli os are real ly 
inefficient, mean-variance sub-optimal and are not good proxies of the market 
portfolio, occupying positions inside the efficient set [Bla ck et al. (1 972), Maye rs 

                                                 
1 Andreu and Torra  (2010 ) p ropose a  mean-variance ap proach t hat an alyse how different  index  
weighting and con struction criteri ons, market effici ency a nd strategies to proxy an in dex can affe ct 
performance. T he a uthors pr esent five  mar ket inde x b iases:  i) The sample bias (SB), ii)  The 
construction bias (CB), iii) Tracking error (TE), iv) Efficiency bias (EB) and v) Active bias (AB). 
2 Also known as Value-Weighted. 
3 Tse, Liu and Lau (2010) present a selection procedure based on neural networks. 
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(1976), Jobson and Korkie (1982), Stambaugh (1982 1983), Kandel an d Stambaugh 
(1987), Haugen and Baker (1991), Gibbons et al. (1989), MacKinlay and Richardson  
(1991), Zhou (1991), Roll and Ross (1994), Ar nott et al. (2005) and Hsu (2006)], so 
the use of non-mean-variance efficient benchmarks generates suboptimal solutions to 
the investment problem for passive investors [ Roll (1977),  Ross (197 7, 1978), R oll 
(1992), Roll and Ross (1994), Dia cogiannis ( 1999), Gómez and Zapatero (2003 ), 
Nanda and Peters (2006)]. 
 
The use of alternative weighting schemes to create indices [Marke t-Valuation-
Indifferent ( MVI) following Treynor (2005)] see ms able to locate them closer to th e 
efficient frontier. We want to out line here three  alternative weighting schemes: i) EW  
approaches have a long history in investment and have been used in  portfolio an d 
index weighting along h istory. In fact, they were recomme nded by Ra bbi Issac b ar 
Aha in the Babylonian Talmud, writted in the f ourth centur y, and correspond to a 
contrarian strategy with  a take-profit scheme. Bloomfield et al. (1977), Windcliff an d 
Boyle (2004), Nanda an d Peters (2 006), Hamza et al. (2006), DeMiguel et al (2009) 
or Nyberg a nd Vaihekoski (2010) show the good performance of EW portfolios an d 
how they outperforme CW indices both in  US and internation al markets. 
ii)Fundamental Indexation, based on the idea of Wood and Evans (200 3) and Arno tt 
et al (2005), propose Fundamental Weightings (FW) as book value, gross revenue or 
gross divid end to weight indices and portfolios. Burr (2 005), Hsu and Campollo  
(2006), Estrada (2008) and Nyberg and Vaihekoski (2010) show FW provides high er 
returns and lower risk th an traditional CW indices and even than EW indices in  US 
and internat ional marke ts. iii) ROW approache s: Risk Optimized Weig htings try to  
locate a portfolio on the efficient frontier. Using optimization procedures, based o n 
risk minimization or expected return maximization, some authors have concluded it is 
possible to easily beat market indices [Haugen and Baker (1991), Schwartz (2000), 
Campbell et al. (2001), Rengifo and Rombouts (2004), Clarke et al. (2006), Bausys  
(2009), Andreu and Tor ra (2009, 2010), Clarke et al (2011)] . ROW approaches have 
been deeply analysed in the portfolio constru ction field, an d even some companies 
have used it to run investment funds, but until recently has not been considered as an 
alternative to build market indices.  
 
Andreu and Torra (2006) were the first to pro pose the cr eation of Minimum Ris k 
Indices (MRI) using  ROW approaches, and some auhors have shown increasin g 
interest in t he idea in last years [Nielsen and Aylursubramanian (2008), Poullaouec 
(2008), Andreu and Torra (2009, 2010), Deme y et al. (2010), Maillard et al. (2010)]. 
These indices are conceived as alternative ma rket indices that weight components 
according to a risk minimization procedure that generate benchmarks with the lowest  
possible risk. The key issue of  this practice is that, because this ROW Indice s have 
mean-variance optimality properties, are even able to beat nowadays market indices  
in most of the markets. This idea  has recent ly waked up interest a mong mark et 
practitioners: The Da xplus Minimu m Varianc e, the MSCI Minimum Variance or the  
iSTOXX EuropeMinimum Variance  Index are only some examples. Minimu m Risk 
indices are increasing in popularity, but as the rest of the indexing industry, without a 
coherent and comprehensive theoretical an em pirical framework. Again, each index 
vendor uses its own construction rules, guided by subjectivity in their de cisions. Blitz 
and van Vliet (2011) criticize the lack of transparency, the subjectivity of existing MRI, 
the use of  adhoc co nstraints, a nd propose  a revision of MRI a ccording to  
performance measures. 
 
The authors’ main objective here, seeing the flourishing inte rest in MRI,  is to revisite 
their constr uction [Andreu and Torra (2009, 2010)] proposing a coherent and non-
subjective methodology that are n ot available in the literature, answering Blitz and  
van Vliet (2 011) preoccupation. The MRI fra mework presented here must allow to 
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create mean-variance efficient  por tfolios to b e used a s benchmarks by investors 
when conducting their  tailored in vestment p ortfolio con struction. T he proposed  
framework is then app lied with the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), during t he 
period 1988 -2011, as a n example. The select ion of DJIA is interesting for different 
reasons that are analysed extensivelly, and let us study the MRI approach with one of 
the hardest  index to beat. MRI are seen to p resent high er positive mean returns, 
lower standard deviation, lower negative skewness, lower kurtosis and better Sharpe 
Ratios when using long time periods to estimate the covariance matrix. More complex 
estimation procedures as EWMA seem not to increase the quality of MRI o ver 
simplier techniques as Moving Average (M oving Window). Finally, even the MRI  
present interesting characteristics regarding risk and return , and even this techniq ue 
uses optimal portfolio approaches, none of the p resented MRI is able  to beat the o ld 
DJIA. 
 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a general and complete framework  for 
Minimum Risk Index construction is presented. In section 3 the theoretical framework 
is applied t o the DJIA, analysing how the selection of  the risk measure, the 
covariance estimation procedure or the selection of the Moving Window lenght affects 
MRI performance. Finally section 4 draw s conclutions, 5 acknowledges and future 
lines of research, 6 references and in section 7 it is possible to find tables and figures. 
 
 

 
2. Building Minimum Risk Portfolios as Benchmarks: Minimum Risk Indices (MRI) 
 

2.1. Literature review 
 
The Risk Optimized Weighting (ROW) approach try to  locate a portfolio on the  
efficient fro ntier using Markowitz’s pioneering idea. Using optimization procedures,  
based on risk minimiza tion or expected retur n maximiza tion, some authors have  
concluded it is possible  to build op timized port folios ab le t o beat market indices 4. 
Most of the ROW litera ture, although there are some exc eptions [See Demey et  al 
(2010)] , use a risk minimization ap proach because it is a simple way to  build mean-
variance efficient portfolios avoiding  expected return estimation, a very problemat ic 
issue. Haugen and Baker (1991) build me an-variance optimal p ortfolios th at 
outperforme Wilshire 5000 in terms of risk-adjusted returns from 1972 th rought 1989. 
Schwartz (2 000) build  optimal port folios from 1978 throug ht 1997 co ncluding it is 
possible to systematically beat the S&P500 in return and risk. Campbell et al. (2001) 
and Rengifo and Romb outs (2004)  propose a model to maximize exp ected return  
with a maximum loss measured by VaR as a constraint. Clarke et al. (2006) ap ply 
ROW techniques with 1,000 US stocks to obtai n higher returns than the market with  
lower stand ard deviation in the 1968-2005 pe riod. Nielse n and Aylursubramanian 
(2008) simulate the perf ormance of MSCI Minimum Varian ce World In dex for June  
1995-December 2007 generating better performance and lower risk than the MSCI 
World Inde x. Bausys (2009) build  mean-varia nce optimal portfolios f or the Baltic 
equity markets for the 2001-2008 period, getting better results than existing  
benchmarks with lower volatility in some cases. Andreu and Torra (2009, 2010 ) 
propose optimal portfolios for three stock markets (US, Arge ntina and Spain) beatin g 
the reference benchmarks with lower risk in two of them in the 2000-2004 period, 
Demey, Maillard and Roncalli (201 0) build DJ EURO ST OXX50 for th e 1991-2009 
period usin g different weighting criterions, co ncluding R OW approa ches produ ce 
higher returns and lower risk than  CW indices, generatin g better Sharpe’s Ratio s. 
Finally, Clarke et al (20 11) extend their previous results [Clarke et al. (2006)] to the 

                                                 
4 See Table 1a for complete information. 
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1968-2009 period, obta ining better results for ROW approaches than for CW ones.  
To conclude, the analytical and empirical findings suggest that the better performance 
of ROW portfolios ( similar or better return than CW portfolios but with 2 5-20% lower 
standard de viation) can  be related  with the lo ng-standing empirical critique of th e 
CAPM that low beta assets have relatively high returns.  
 

 
Andreu and Torra (2006) were the first to pro pose the cr eation of Minimum Ris k 
Indices (MRI) using ROW approaches trying to explote the interesting performance of 
ROW portfo lios documented in the literature. Since then, ot her auhors have shown 
increasing interest in t he idea [Nielsen and Aylursubramanian (2008), Poullaouec 
(2008), Andreu and Torra (2009, 2010), Deme y et al. (2010), Maillard et al. (2010)]. 
MRI are conceived as alternative market indices that weight components according to 
a risk minimization procedure that generate benchmarks with the lowest possible risk. 
There are different reasons to use a  minimum risk approach to build market indice s5: 
i) the huge  interest in  risk management after the last be arish market context and  
financial disasters. ii) market yield, proxied by CW potentially inefficie nt indices a re 
still an essencial parameter and trillions of dollars are invested by following these CW 
indices. iii) CW indices are not always located in the ef ficient frontie r. iv) low-risk 
stocks and  portfolios tend to earn highe r risk-adjusted returns. v) portfolio  
optimization techniques generate a higher risk-reward relationship, so MRI are able to 
beat nowadays market indices in most markets. vi) minimization of risk, without taking 
into account  expected return, reduce estimation  errors and their effects on portfolio  
weights and performance. 
 
The MRI idea has a lso spread ove r the pract itioners’ field 6. The Daxplus Minimum 
Variance was introduced  in June  2007, proposing indices with minimum variance fo r 
Germany, France, Switzerland, Japan and US. MSCI creat ed in April 2 008 Minimum 
Variance Indices for  various geogr aphic marke ts (ACWI, EAFE, Emerg ing Markets, 
Europe, USA and World), benchmarks that are the base for some iSh ares funds that 
replicates t hem. In Oc tober 2010 Barclays introduced t he ERA index (Barclays  
Capital Multi-Alpha Equal Risk Allo cation Index) designed to provide investors with  
stable returns allocating in differen t types of a ssets following an appro ach to con trol 
risk measured through volatility. And finally, in June 2011, STOXX Limited creates the 
iSTOXX Europe Minimum Variance Index, following the Da xplus Minimum Variance  
indices. Min imum Risk Indices are increasing in popularity, but as the  rest of the  
indexing ind ustry, without a cohere nt and comprehensive theoretical an empirical 
framework. Each index vendor uses its own construction rules, guided by subjectivity 
in their decisions [Blitz and van Vliet (2011)], increasing the ‘indexing chaos’. In Table 
1b it is po ssible to ana lyse deeply this sit uation. There are 11 available MRI in the  
market. All of them use  variance a s the risk measure, but estimate the covariance 
matrix b y dfferent meth odologies. Most indices are rebalanced quarterly, althought 
some are semi-annually rebalanced. Finally there are different constra ints that ea ch 
vendor includes in  the  optimizatio n proces s t hat goes from preventing one sin gle 
stock to  be come too important in the index t o constraint s regarding  turnover. The 
main object ive of this paper and its most im portant cont ribution is t o present a 
complete and coherent framework to be used in the MRI construction. 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 See Black et al. (1972), Fama and MacBeth (1973), Fama and French (1992), Black (1993), 
Falkenstein (1994), Blitz and van Vliet (2007), Baker et al (2010) or ROW literature for further 
discussion of these reasons. 
6 See Table 1b for further information. 
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2.2. The MRI framework 
 
A Minimum Risk Index (MRI) must be constructed following these steps: 

 
1) Market and reference index selection: the first step is to choose a market or reference 

index for wh ich we are going to calculate Minimum Risk Indices. Imagin e we want t o 
calculate MRI for the US market, or for Europe or China. Imagine also we want to  
build MRI with the Dow Jones Indu strial Average or the Russell 2000 as a reference. 
The selection of the refe rence index is extre mely important. As it will be  seen in this 
article, MRI have shown their capabilitie s beati ng CW indices in terms of risk an d 
return7, meanwhile have limited ca pabilities to do the same with PW or EW indices, 
only being able to present lower risk and higher Sharpe Ratios. 

 
2) Risk measu re select ion: financia l r isk ha s hist orically bee n analyzed by multiple  

measures and models [Pedersen and Satchell (1998)] and variance, semivariance,  
VaR, CVaR, Absolute Deviation o r CDa R are only some of multiple available 
approaches. It is necessary to decide which measure is going to be used as ‘risk’ and 
apply it to build MRI. The risk measure select ion in portfolio optimizat ion is a key 
issue, and  it is unre solved which is ‘the b est’. Here,  two approximations are 
discussed: i) variance: t he classical risk approach, used by existing MRI and in most  
accademical articles.  It  is a comp rehensive risk measure  if returns are normally 
distributed and a genera lization of th e VaR approach 8. ii) semivariance: summarizes 
investors’ worries about underperformance. It i s an interesting risk measure when 
portfolio selection under lower partial risk is gain ing wide popularity. It is a usefu l risk 
measure when return distributions are not n ormal9. Se mivariance allows MRI t o 
minimize underperforma nce and do es not pen alize over-performance [See Balzer 
(1994) for a complete discussion about risk measure selection].  

 
 

3) Covariance matrix estimation: to apply the o ptimization process which generates 
optimal sto ck weights to minimize risk, it is necessary  to estimat e before th e 
covariance matrix. There are different possible estimation procedures in the literature 
[See Jorion  (1992, 200 1) for a review or Jaga nnathan an d Ma (2003)]. There ar e 
methods that use equal weighted historical data, for example, the Histor ical Volatility 
Method and the Moving Average (MA) [or Mo ving Window (MW)] Me thod. Althought 
these simple methodologies have been used around the world, they have problems 
expressing the dynami c structure  of t he market. To handle with this dynamic 
evolution, the Exponenti al Weighted Moving Average Method (EWMA),  the GARCH 
and E-GARCH methods are proposed. All presented methodologies can be difficult to 
apply with large portfolios, so  Factors Models or Shrinkage estimators are proposed  
to simplify t he estimatio n process [ Jagannathan and Ma (2003)]. In t his paper w e 
discuss two different approximations:  
 

i) The MA (or MW) met hod uses a data window of length H which is updated 
each period , including new data and erasing the oldest. In this appr oach, 
historical d ata in t he windows is equally po nderated when calcula ting th e 
covariance matrix and our paper p uts special interest in defining the length of 
the optimal window. The pros: it  is simple, intuitive, commonl y used by  
investors and academics, show interestings results [Andreu and Torra (2009)], 

                                                 
7 See Table 1a for complete information. 
8 In Andreu and Torra (2006, 2009, 2010) the authors proposed parametric VaR. 
9 In that situation CVaR, CDaR or Expected Shortfall can be applied. We let the use of these 
measures for further research. 
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and when imposing no n-negative and upper bound weig hting con straints 
performs in a similar way than Factor Model or Shrinkage estimators  
[Jagannathan and Ma (2003)]. The cons: are also known: the limited hability to 
describe the dynamics of time series.  
 
ii) EWMA a pproaches reduce old d ata impact emphasizin g newest one when  
estimating the covariance matrix. EWMA approaches are more powerful than 
MA, are a particular case or GA RCH (1,1), seem able to react faster than 
GARCH mo dels to  cha nges in  volatility, and seem super ior than Extreme 
Value Methodolodies w hen estimation volatility [Akgiray (1989), Vasielli s and 
Meade (1996), Barbieri et. al (2008) ]. In the EW MA models, the sele ction of 
the decay f actor is extraordinary impor tant. In  the empiri cal applicat ion we  
have used 0 ,95 in line w ith RiskMetrics that  uses 0,94 for da ily data and 0,97 
for monthly data. 

 
4) Optimization procedure:  once the  covariance  matrix has been e stimated, the 

minimization risk proce dure can b e used to  obtain th e optimal weights ea ch 
component must have within the Index to mini mize the Index’s risk. Before we solve 
the problem it is necessary to stablish some construction criterions and constraints10: 

 
 

a. Available sample: it is necessary to define which components are susce ptible 
of being selected to construct the MRI. If a market or zone ( e.g. US) has been 
selected, all the assets in this market must be elegible, meanwhi le if a 
reference index has be en chosen (e.g. S&P500) only the components of this 
index should be availab le as components for the MRI. In the latter case, MRI 
is going to contain exactly the same components than the ref erence index but 
with the weightings provided by the minimization process. 

 
b. Rebalancement: it is necessary t o define w hen the re balancement of the  

portfolio is going to take place (rebalancement periodicity). Clarke et al. (2006) 
rebalance t he portfolio  daily and Andreu and Torra (200 9, 2010) weekly. 
iSTOXX Europe Minimum Variance, Demey et al (2010), Maillard et al ( 2010) 
and Clark et al. (201 1) use monthly rebalancement. Haugen and Baker 
(1991), Geiger and Plagge (2007) and all DaxPlus Indice s use a qu arterly 
approach. Nielsen and  Aylursubramani (2008), Bausys (2009) and all MSCI  
Minimum Variance indices apply semi-annually rebalancement. And finally 
Schwartz (2000), Jagannathan and Ma (2003) and Clarke et al. (2006) uses 
annual reb alancement periods. I ncreasing t he rebalan cement periodicity 
allows to a better tracking of the market, mean while increases transact ions 
and turnover costs. The selection of the optimal rebalancement periodici ty will 
be an important update of our paper in future versions. 

 
 
c. Weighting constraints: minimum risk optimizers occasionally suggest investing 

large part of  a portfolio  into one or several asset s; because t he estimation of 
the variance-covariance matrix is not perfect, put ting upper bounds to prevent 
components from obtaining extreme  weights seems a good idea accord ing to 
the literatur e [Jorion  (1 985, 1992),  Michaud ( 1998), Jaga nnathan an d Ma  
(2003)]. Haugen and Baker (1991) use 1,5% and 15% as ma ximum weights 
for a stock an a sector, Schwartz (2000) use 5% as upper bound for an stock 
and 20% for  an industry. Clarke et al. (2006) 3% for individu al stocks, Geiger  
and Plagge (2007)10% and Nielsen and Aylursubramani (2008) use 1,5%. We 

                                                 
10 See Table 1a, 1b for further information about these constraints. 
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let for furth er research  the effect of maxi mum weighting constraint s in our 
results, not  including t his type of constraint  in our calculation. A nother 
common weighting constraint in ROW literature is the non-negativity weight  
constraint. In our opin ion there are three good reasons to use this constraint: 
firstly, it is absolutely necessary because the main objective here is to build a 
reference benchmark, a MRI, and indexes do not allow fo r short-sales in it s 
components. Secondly, non-negative constr aints are kno wn to improve the 
efficiency of  optimal portfolios [ Jagannathan a nd Ma (2003)]. Thirdly, this 
constraint a llows Minimum Varianc e approaches to performe as well as 
optimal portfolios th at use more complex covariance matrix estimators a s 
factor models or Shrinkage approaches [Jagannathan and Ma (2003)]. 

 
d. Transactions costs and turnover: transaction  and turnover costs are not 

important for an index construction, but for  the  index replication by p assive 
investors. Existing CW market i ndices do not have t hem into a ccount, 
althought th ey could be really important in gre at CW indices as Russell or  
Whilshire. Even thought, this is one of the hottest criticisms on MRI. There are 
different ways of controlling turnover and transaction costs. The first way is t o 
reduce reb alancement periodicity, for examp le, to annu al or semi- annual 
rebalancement. In that l ine, most literature using this approach does not pay 
great attention to these  costs in it s analysis, considering them negligible  
[Haugen and Baker (1 991), Schwartz (2000)] . The seco nd way to control 
these costs is including  upper bounds. Deme y, Maillard and Roncalli (2010)  
show turnover is reduced extre mely when introducing upper bounds to, for 
example 5 %. In this a rticle we int roduce a turnover mea sure, and le ave for 
further research how the comment ed solutions can reduce transactio n and  
turnover costs. We use Deme y et  al (2010) turnover me asure to in directly 
control the possible eff ect of transaction costs. Following these authors, let  

)(twi  be the weight of asset i at time t. The turnover for a period is defined as 





n

i
iiw twtwT

1

)1()( . Demey et  al (2010)  conclude MRI present annual 

turnover over 600%. Clarke et al (2006) show daily MRI approaches can  
generate around 143% turnover, than can be  reduced to  56% if MRI are  
calculated in annual b asis, with n o important impact on returns and  risk in 
MRI.  

 
e. Price indices: because MRI are considered he re to be price indices, that is,  

only taking into account  differences in prices, d ividends, rights offerings and 
other remuneration to investors ar e not takin g into acco unt. If a MRI total 
return index wanted to be built, a ll these wa ys of remu neration must b e 
included in the calculation, for example, increa sing the return in the  payment 
day or period. 

 
5) Reconstruction and analysis: once all the above decision s have being  taken, it is 

possible to solve the minimization problem, a nd obtain the optimal weights each 
component must have  in the MRI t o minimize risk. Each decision fro m steps 1-4 
generates a different MRI approach, there is no t only one  MRI but lots, as noted i n 
Andreu and Torra (200 9, 2010) or Blitz and va n Vliet (2011),  If the MRI has bee n 
calculated retrospectively, that is, using historical data, it is possible to r econstruct its 
performance and evolution for co mparison with current Market Indices or with  the  
reference in dex. Once different MRI are avail able, it is n ecessary to analyse the  
return-risk relationship, paying attention to the real assumed risk, the obtained return, 
the Sharpe Ratio, extre me losses, statistical properties of the MRI port folio regarding 
for example skewness and kurtosis, and the robustness of their evolution along time. 
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6) MRI best index selection: once step five is done, it is possible to determine which MRI 

approach is the best selection to build a real MRI. It is d ifficult to arbitrary elevate the 
status of an y particular approach to  the ‘best’ index, but it is a task to be done and 
has not received any treatment in the literature. Which is ‘the best’ index depends on 
what objectives is trying to achieve the MRI con structor. In Andreu and Torra (2009,  
2010), the authors pro pose a two  step proce ss to se lect the best MRI. First, th ey 
control the ability of the  MRI to measure risk, using an approach called ETL (Excess 
Total Loss),  very similar to CVaR [Krokhmal et al. (2002), Rockafellar and Uryasev 
(2002)]. The second ste p is to select the best risk-reward relationship , using ex-post  
Sharpe Ratios. In this paper we propose the selection of the best MRI in  accordance 
with what we call the ‘efficiency criterion’: th e final objective of ROW and oth er 
alternative weighting criterions in market index construction sh ould be t he 
construction of indices with a bette r reward-to-risk ratio, tha t is, more mean-variance  
efficient benchmarks. In that line, the use of performance measures as the Sharpe’s 
Ratio or the  Jensen’s alpha is espe cially relevant. Here we analyse th e selection of 
MRI according to the best Sharpe Ratio. 

 
 
 
 
3. Trying to knock out the old Dow  Jone s Industrial Average: an example of 

application of MRI framework 
 

Here, following the framework presented above, we build different MRI approaches 
using the American Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) SM as a reference. The main  
objective of this example is to apply sy stematically the framework pre sented above.  
The DJIASM is a PW index built using the 30 biggest companies in the American Stock 
Market and, for the sake of continuity, comp osition cha nges are rare. Using the 
historical co mponents of this an cient index, we build MRI for the period December  
1988-December 2011, obtaining th eir historical evolution and their log returns. Daily 
data startin g in 1973 is obtained f rom Datastream, log re turns are calculated a nd 
used in the optimization  problem. In  each period from 12/1 988 to 12/2011 our DJIA 
MRI contain exactly the same comp onents than the original DJIA but with the optimal 
weights provided by the minimization procedure. On the other hand, and for the same 
period, we construct the DJEW (Dow Jones Equal Weighted). This index will serve us 
as another important reference, because show s the reconstructed evolution of th e 
DJIA but built using as weighting criterion not price but EW. Every period the DJEW is 
rebalanced to allow its components to have the same weighting contr ibution in the 
evolution of  the ben chmark. All th e DJIA MRI and DJE W indice s are free fro m 
survival bias, cointain ing exactly th e same components than the original DJIA, but 
with the weightings provided by its own construction methodology.  

 
The selection of the DJIA SM as a reference b enchmark is based on  four differe nt 
reasons: fir st of all, it is the ancient existing market index in th e world, a nd 
accordingly, an index build and thought in the latelies years of th e 19 th cent ury. 
Second, it is a very important inde x in the US market and even more around the  
world. Third, none of th e existing literature with US data h as been done with a PW 
index as the benchmark to beat. Fourth, the DJIA SM was a hard bone impossible t o 
beat in Andreu and Torra (2009).  

 
In the result s we present below we have used two different risk measures (variance 
and semivariance), and two different covariance matrix estimation methodologies (MA 
and EWMA). In these e stimation methodologies, the parameter H (length of the  data 
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moving window) and the decay fact or 95,0)(   are used.  The rebalancement of the 
index, therefore, the calculation of the optimal portfolio, is done daily. 

 
 
 
3.1. General Statistics of MRI 
 
 

General statistics prese nted here are calculate d using the time series of daily lo g 
returns of each calculated MRI for the entire period of analysis (12/1988-12/2011). As 
was presented before, we discuss here the use of two different risk measures 
(variance a nd semivariance) and also two d ifferent variance-covariance est imation 
procedures (MA and EWMA). We have then four general MRI approaches, presented 
in Table 2. One important element that define the estimation proce dures is th e 
selection of H, that is, the length of the window to be used to estimate the covariance 
matrix. To determine the optimal length for H, we ha ve calculated  different MRI  
approaches using different window lengths (H from 30 to 600). Results are consistent 
with those in the literat ure [Jagannathan and Ma (2003)] defending it  is possible  to 
obtain good daily estimations of the covariance matrix using around 250 daily data. 

 
In Figure 1 it is possib le to analyse the daily mean return  of MRI calculated usin g 
different risk measures and differ ent estimation procedu res. In the  graphic it is 
possible to find H (the length of the mo ving window). Then, the graphic must be 
analysed as follows. Fo r example, using a H=3 0 it cou ld be possible to have built  a 
MRI for the DJIA using variance as risk measure and MW a s the estimation variance-
covariance matrix proc edure (DJIA-MW-V, red  line) that would generate a negative 
mean return over the en tire period. If the same approach would be app lied but using 
a longer window, that is for examp le H=300, the obtained  mean daily return would  
increase int erestingly, and would be positive. Using longer windows, for exa mple, 
H=600, increases the mean daily return generated by the MRI approa ch. The sa me 
analysis ca n be done with the rest or MRI approaches.  General and interesting 
results can be derived from Figure 1. Short mo ving windows are not ab le to generate 
positive mean daily returns, meanwhile it is p ossible with  longer win dows, around 
H=200. The best result s are obtained with H between 400 and 600. The best  
approach to generate positive returns seems the Exponential Weighted semivariance 
approach (DJIA-EW-MW-SV, purple line), follo wed by the  Moving Window Variance 
(DJIA-MW-V) and the Semivariance approach (DJIA-MW-SV). The EWMA Varia nce 
MRI (DJIA-EW-MW-V) shows difficulties to generate posit ive returns even with t he 
longest H. According to empirical literature, the mean of daily stock returns is zero. In 
the analyse d period, the DowJones Industr ial Average obtained a  mean return of 
0,0029, big her than all MRI proposed here.  F or the sam e period, the Dow Jon es 
Equal Weighted (DJEW) show a mean of 0,00007. 

 
 

The main o bjective of MRI is to b uild indices with lower risk than tho se available at 
the market. In Figure 2 it is possible  to see the standard deviation of th e return time  
series o f e ach MRI. In general, t he EWMA (EW) approaches seem riskier th an 
Moving Window (MW) approaches, outlying the existence of asymmetry in return time 
series. All a pproaches show a better performance and an important reduction of t he 
standard deviation when H is incre ased, that is, with longer  Moving Windows, bein g 
this reduct ion exponential. In som e cases a  slight in crease in risk can be se en 
meanwhile increasing H  until an  important redu ction is obta ined, in the  same line o f 
the results in Andreu and Torra (2009). Again, an important reductio n of the tot al 
standard de viation is o btained with  longer Hs (more than 200) meanwhile the b est 
results are obtained ag ain with H between 400 and 600. If we pay attention to 
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standard deviation of the reference benchmark, the DJIA, it shows a value of 
0.01101, that is, a higher value tha n the standard deviation of Mo ving Window (MW) 
and Exponential Weig hted (EW) Moving Windo w MRI whe n using H>500. Standa rd 
deviation for the DJEW f or the same period is 0. 01243, slightly higher than DJIA and 
even all the MRI approaches. 

 
One import ant preocupation in the analysis of financial time series, and more with  
MRI, is the analysis of normality [Andreu and Torra (2009)]. In Figure 3  can be see n 
the skewness of different MRI  a pproaches. Meanwhile  skewness is relatively 
important with short Hs, it shows a better evolution with longer Hs. Again, with H=200, 
two of the f our approaches show a  limited ske wness (EWMA approaches do  no t 
follow this t rend), and with an H around 450  the skewn ess is near  zero (or e ven 
positive). In  Figure 3 it  is possible  to see the  bad perfor mance of EWMA (EW) 
approaches in terms o f skewness.  For this period, the DJIA shows a value of  (-
0.19581) for skewness, and the DJEW a value of (-0.37312), both with lower negative 
skewness than all MRI approaches.  

 
Regarding Kurtosis, Figure 4 sho ws the obtained result s. MRI are kn own to present 
high kurtosis [Deme y e t al (2010)] and our re sults are n ot an exception. All four  
approaches show and extremely hight kurtosis with short H, meanwhile  this kurtosis 
is reduced around 10 in all appro aches with  H longer than 400. EWMA (EW) 
approaches are more vo latile than Moving Window (MW) app roaches, showing even 
stairs in the graphic. For the same period the DJIA and DJEW show kurtosis values of 
8.485 and 8 .96153, so with longer H it is possible to obta in MRI with similar kurto sis 
than nowadays market indices. 

 
The preoccupation about extre me losses is always prese nt in the literature when  
using negat ive skewed time serie s, more over if they show important kurtosis.  
Optimization procedures can genera te optimal portfolio even more sensitive to great  
looses than  normal fina ncial time series. In figure 5 we present an analysis of this 
point. The figure must be analysed  as the  daily ma ximum loss that is observed in 
each MRI during all the analysed period. In that line, all MRI app roaches would 
generate at least one maxi mum d aily lost of 22-19%. If we calculat e MRI  using H 
between 200 and 600 Maximum L osses are reduced to around 10-15% in Mo ving 
Window approaches. T he same patter can be obtained with Exponenti al Weighted  
(EW) approaches but using H>450.  

 
Figure 6 shows an analysis of global performa nce of all MRI approaches, using th e 
Historical Sharpe Ratio.  The Historical Sharpe Ratio has b een calcu lated using the 
total return obtained for each MRI during the 1988-2011 period, using its to tal 
standard deviation and assuming the risk free return equals zero. Again, the result s 
show better  reward-to-risk re lationships are  ob tained whe n increa sing the Moving 
Window lengh (H). Highest Sharpe Ratios are o btained using H>200 and H>450. The 
better MRI approaches are Moving Window ones (MW), bei ng the most  stable along  
Hs the Exp onential We ighted Movi ng Window Semi variance approach (DJIA-EW -
MW-SMV). These Sharpe ratios are importantly lower than the DJIA Sharpe Ratio for 
the same p eriod (507.6) but higher than DJEW Sharpe Ratio (124.2). In order of 
efficiency we can cite DJIA, DJIA MRI and finally, DJEW. 

 
 

 
3.2. Dynamic Analysis of MRI 
 

One criticism that can receive our results is how robust they are to  different time  
periods along the 1988-2011 analysis. To determine it, a dynamic analysis of different 
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measures regarding MRI is pre sented here. W e have sele cted different Hs (H=1 26, 
252, 377, 504) to build MRI using t he four well known approaches (table 2) and show  
their dynamic evolution  along time ( 1988-2011) comparing t hem with the DJIA and 
the DJEW. 

 
In Figure 7 it is possible  to follow the return evolution of all MRI against the DJIA and  
DJEW. As it can be seen, the performance of each index is very stable with respect to 
the others, so the ge neral statistics and analysis presented  in the  previous point  are 
maintained dynamically along time. 

 
The picture is quite different if we analyse cumulative volatility. We define cumulative 
volatility in a period (t) as the volatility that i s calcu lated taking into  account al l 
information available fro m the beginning of the sample to (t). In Figure 8, cumulative 
standard deviations are better for DJIA and DJEW during the first years of the stu dy, 
and worse at the end. DJEW shows the wors t performan ce at the end, meanwhile  
MRI approaches using high Hs sho w again better performance than MRI with short 
Hs. 

 
Finally, the Historical Sharpe Ratios has been calculated in each moment of the time,  
and are shown in Figure 9. The picture is simila r than that presented with Cumulative  
volatility. Indices are very stable in their results, except DJEW that show the worst 
behaviour at the end of the study. 

 
 
3.3. Composition of MRI and turnover analysis 

 
 

One important item in the MRI construction  is t o define which compone nts and with  
which weights are built MRI. Historical weights produced by the minimization process 
for all the MRI are  available unde r request. Here we want to outline two importa nt 
facts. The f irst one is t hat the average number of components in a MRI is really 
sensitive to the risk measure, but also to the covariance matrix estimation procedure. 
Approaches that use  variance as risk measure show a high er number (10-14) in th e 
average components meanwhile semivariance approach es seem less diversified  (6-
9). With hig her Hs, and for all the a pproaches, diversification increases. This idea  of 
diversification is better seen in F igure 11, that  plots the  maximum weigh t one sh are 
has inside a  MRI.  Meanwhile in the semivariance approaches some components, in 
some periods, have more than 50% of the weight of the index, this weight importance  
is reduced with variance approach es. It is imp ortant to remember here no maxi mum 
constraints per share h ave been imposed in t he optimizat ion process.  According t o 
the results presented here, and re membering literature, it  seems logical to incorpore 
upper bounds to weights to avoid this situation when constructing MRI.  

 
Finally, it is time to make a comme nt about turnover and transaction costs. Average  
turnover for each period,  in our  case, daily, is pr esented in Figure 12. I t can be seen 
than Expon ential Weig hting approaches gene rate more d aily turnove r than Mo ving 
Averages approaches that with longer Hs can reduce daily turnover to 42%r, meaning 
almost 500% annually. 

 
 
3.4. Selection of the best MRI 

 
Once a co mplete analysis of MRI has been done, and d ecisions regarding the risk 
measure, covariance matrix estimation and the selection of H have been presented, it 
is time to  select the  be st MRI.  It is difficult  to  arbitrary elevate the st atus of a ny 
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particular a pproach to the ‘best’ in dex. Which is ‘the best ’ index depends on what 
objectives is trying to achieve the MRI but here we propose the select ion of the best  
MRI in accordance wit h what we call th e ‘eff iciency criter ion’: the  fin al obje ctive of  
ROW and o ther alternative weighting criterions in market index construction should  
be the con struction of indices with  a better reward-to-risk r atio, that is, more mean -
variance efficient bench marks. In that line, the use of the Sharpe Ratio seems the  
coherent measure to define with MRI  is the best. According to all information  
presented before, the Moving Window approaches produce quite bett er results th an 
Exponential Weighting  ones, being  also  necessary to use  a H>500 t o obtain  th e 
better results. The use of variance of semivariance as t he r isk measure has shown  
not to be  so different according t o our study , at lea st, in the DJIA example. It is 
important to note here that this results are not completely generalizable, althou gt 
follow the same patterns and results obtained in Andreu and Torra (2010). 

 
 

4. Conclusions. 
 

A theoretical framework  for the construction of Minimum Ri sk Indice s is presented  
and discussed in this p aper. Follo wing the framework pre sented here , the authors 
build differe nt MRI  approaches using the  American Dow Jones Indu strial Average  
(DJIA)SM as a reference. Using the historical components of this ancient index, we 
build MRI f or the period Decembe r 1988-December 2011 , obtaining t heir historical 
evolution and their log returns. MRI are compar ed with the DJIA and with the DJE W 
(Dow Jones Equal Weighted).  MRI show positive mean returns when using long data 
windows to calculate  t hem. Stand ard deviation of MRI is extremel y reduced when  
increasing the length (H) of the Moving Window (MW). T he same interesting pat tern 
is obtained with skewness and kurtosis with high Hs. Finally, better Sharpe Ratios are 
obtained with longer Hs, generating a better difersificat ion of MRI approaches and  
reducing tu rnover and turnover costs.  Alth ough MRI show very interestin g 
characteristics in terms of return and risk, they are not able to beat the old DJIA. 
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7. Tables and Figures. 
 

Table 1a. Minimum Risk Approaches in the literature 
Authors Marke t 

(Index) 
Risk Measure  
(Estimation Method) 

Rebalance Cons traints Data Results 

Haugen and Baker (1991) US 
(Wilshire 5000) 

Variance 
 
(using 24 month data) 

Quarterly 1,5% mwps 
15% mwpi 

1972-1989 Lower s.d 
Higher/equal r. 

Schwartz (2000) US 
(S&P500) 

Variance 
 
(using 12 month data) 

Annual 5% mwps 
20% mwpi 
mdep 

1978-1998 Lower s.d 
Higher r 

Jagannathan and Ma (2003) US 
(EW Index*) 

(Variance) 
 
(Factors models, 
Shrinkage estimators, 
historical data) 

Annual 100-2%mwps 1968-1999 Lower st.  
Lower/equal r. 
Higher S.R. 

Clarke et al. (2006) US 
(Russell 1000) 

Variance 
(Bayesian Shrinkage, 
Principal Components) 

Daily, 
Annually 

3% mwps 
mnc 

1968-2005 Lower s.d. 
Higher r. 

Geiger and Plagge (2007) 
 

Germany 
(DAX 30) 
 
France 
(CAC 40) 
 
Japan 
(Nikkei*) 
 
Switzerland, 
(SMI) 
 
U.S 
(S&P 500) 

Variance 
 

Quarterly 10% mwps 
 
 
10% mwps 
 
 
10% mwps 
 
 
10% mwps 
 
 
10% mwps 

2002-2006 Lower s.d. 
Higher r 
 
Lower s.d. 
Higher r 
 
Lower s.d. 
Lower/Higher r 
 
Lower s.d. 
Higher r 
 
Lower s.d. 
Higher r 

Nielsen and Aylursubramanian (2008) World  
(MSCI Index) 

Variance 
(Barra Global Equity 
Model) 

Semi-
Annually 

1,5%mwps
mwpcs

mtc

1995-2007 Lower s.d.  
Higher r. 
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Bausys (2009) Baltic Area* 
 
(OMXBB  
OMXBBPI  
OMXBBCAPPI) 

Variance  
 
(Bayesian shrinkage) 

Semi-
Annually 

100% mwps 
10% mwps  
 
mdep 

2001-2008 Lower s.d. 
 
Lower/higher r.  

Andreu and Torra (2010) Spain 
(IBEX35) 
 
Argentina 
(MERVAL) 
 
US  
(DJIA) 

Value-at-Risk  
(Moving Windows) 
 
Value-at-Risk  
(Moving Windows) 
 
Value-at-Risk  
(Moving Windows) 

Weekly 
 
 
Weekly 
 
 
Weekly 

mdep 
 
 
mdep 
 
 
mdep 

2000-2004 Lower s.d. 
Higher r. 
 
Lower s.d. 
Higher r. 
 
Lower s.d. 
Lower r. 

Demey et al. (2010) Europe 
(EuroStoxx50) 

Variance 
(12 month window) 

Monthly 100% mwps 
10% mwps 
5% mwps 

1991-2009 Lower s.d. 
Higher r. 
Higher S.R. 

Maillard et a. (2010) US 
(EW index) 

Variance 
(12 month daily return 
window) 

Monthly        -- 1973-2008 Lower s.d. 
Lower/Higher r. 
Higher S.R. 

 
Clarke et al. (2011) US 

(CW index) 
Variance 
(60-Rolling Window, 
Shrinkage Estimator) 

Monthly 3-4% mwps 1968-2009 Lower s.d. 
Higher r. 
Higher S.R. 

Note: Market (analysed market), Index (reference benchmark). Constraints include all the constraints used in the optimization process, being mwps 
(maximum weight per stock), mwpi (maximum weight per industry or sector), mdep (missing data elimination procedure –if the paper uses some kind 
of procedure to eliminate or control stocks with lots of missings in their time series), mnc (market neutrality constraints), mwpcs (maximum weight 
per country and sector), mtc (maximum turnover constraint). All the studies include a non-negativity weight constraint. Results show results obtained 
in each paper compared with the selected benchmark, being s.d. (standard deviation), r. (return), S.R. (Sharpe Ratio). 
 
*Lower returns are obtained applying to weighting maximum per share, or when using as reference a price weighted index or an equal-weighted 
index. 
Source:author’s own using Bausys (2009) 
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Table  1b. Minimum Risk Approaches in Real Markets (until 2011) 
Index Name/Country 
(Index) 

Creation Risk Measure 
(Estimation Method) 

Rebalance Cons traints Available 
Data 

Results 

Daxplus Minimum Variance (DPMV)      
Germany 
(Dax30) 

05/2007 Varian ce 
(Unknown) 

Quarterly 10% mwps 2001-2011 ¿ 

France 
(CAC40) 

05/2007 Varian ce 
(Unknown) 

Quarterly 10% mwps 2001-2011 ¿ 

Switzerland 
(SMI) 

05/2007 Varian ce 
(Unknown) 

Quarterly 10% mwps 2001-2011 ¿ 

Japan 
(Nikkei) 

05/2007 Varian ce 
(Unknown) 

Quarterly 10% mwps 2001-2011 ¿ 

US 
(S&P 500) 

05/2007 Varian ce 
(Unknown) 

Quarterly 10% mwps 2001-2011 ¿ 

MSCI Minimum Variance       
ACWI 
(CW Index) 

11/2009 Varian ce 
(Barra Global Equity Model) 

Semi-
Annually 

1,5%mwps
mwpcs, mtc

2001-2011 Lower s.d.  
Higher r. 

EAFE 
(CW Index) 

11/2009 Varian ce 
(Barra Global Equity Model) 

Semi-
Annually 

1,5%mwps
mwpcs, mtc

2001-2011 Lower s.d.  
Higher r. 

Emerging Markets 
(CW Index) 

11/2009 Varian ce 
(Barra Global Equity Model) 

Semi-
Annually 

1,5%mwps
mwpcs, mtc

2001-2011 Lower s.d.  
Higher r. 

Europe 
(CW Index) 

11/2009 Varian ce 
(Barra Global Equity Model) 

Semi-
Annually 

1,5%mwps
mwpcs, mtc

2001-2011 Lower s.d.  
Higher r. 

USA 
(CW Index) 

11/2009 Varian ce 
(Barra Global Equity Model) 

Semi-
Annually 

1,5%mwps
mwpcs, mtc

2001-2011 Lower s.d.  
Higher r. 

iSTOXX Europe Minimum Variance 06/2011 Variance 
(Unknown) 

Quarterly 4,5% mwps
20% mwpi

2001-2011 ¿? 

Note 1. (Index) refers to the benchmark index. Constraints include all the constraints used in the optimization process, being mwps (maximum 
weight per stock), mwpi (maximum weight per industry or sector), mdep (missing data elimination procedure –if the paper uses some kind of 
procedure to eliminate or control stocks with lots of missings in their time series), mnc (market neutrality constraints), mwpcs (maximum weight 
per country and se ctor), mtc (maximum turnover constraint). All th e studies include a non-negativity weight constraint. Results show results 
obtained in each paper compared with the selected benchmark, being s.d. (standard deviation), r. (return), S.R. (Sharpe Ratio). Note 2. Mutual 
and Investm ent Fund s u sing simil ar strategies a r Unige stion, St ate Street Gl obal Advisors, Acadi an A sset Mana gement, Axa Rose nberg, 
Robeco, PanAgora, SEI Institutional, LGT Capital Management, Invesco and Vesco. 
Source: author’s own using Bausys (2009), papers cited in the table, index vendors’ websides and Keefe (2008) 
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Table  2. Minimum Risk Approaches 
 
MRI Name 
 

Risk Measure 
 

Covariance Matrix Estimation Method 

DJIA-MW-V (DJIA Moving Average using Variance) Variance Moving Window or Moving Average 
DJIA-MW-SV (DJIA Moving Average using Semivariance) Semivariance Moving Window or Moving Average 
DJIA-EW-V (DJIA Exponential Average using Variance) Variance EWMA 
DJIA-EW-SV (DJIA Exponential Average using Semivariance) Semivariance EWMA 
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Figure 1.  Mea n return for MRI using differ ent risk appro aches and variance-covariance matrix estimat ion procedures. 
DJIA-MW-V stands for the MRI calculated for the DJIA using a Moving Window Approach (MW) and Variance (V) as the 
risk measur e. DJIA-MW -SV stands for the MRI calcul ated for the DJIA usin g an E xponential W eighted (EW ) Movi ng 
Arerage or window (MW ) usi ng Semiv ariance (SV) as th e risk measur e. T he other t wo appr oaches a re interpr etated 
following the same rules. Period 1988-2011. DJIA mean in the same period (0.0029), and DJEW mean (0.00007). 
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Figure 2.  Stand ard dev iation for MRI using differ ent ri sk appro aches and var iance-covariance matrix estim ation 
procedures. D JIA-MW-V stands for  the  M RI calc ulated f or the  DJIA using a  Movi ng W indow Approach (MW ) a nd 
Variance (V) as the risk m easure. DJIA-MW -SV stands for the MRI calcul ated for  the DJ IA usi ng a n Expo nential 
Weighted (EW ) Moving Ar erage or window (MW) usi ng Semi variance (SV) as the risk measur e. T he other t wo 
approaches are interpretated following the same rules. Period 1988-2011. DJIA standard deviation for the same period 
(0.01101) and DJEW standard deviation (0.01243). 
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Figure 3. Ske wness for MRI using d ifferent risk approac hes and vari ance-covariance matrix estima tion proc edures. 
DJIA-MW-V stands for the MRI calculated for the DJIA using a Moving Window Approach (MW) and Variance (V) as the 
risk measur e. DJIA-MW -SV stands for the MRI calcul ated for the DJIA usin g an E xponential W eighted (EW ) Movi ng 
Arerage or window (MW ) usi ng Semiv ariance (SV) as th e risk measur e. T he other t wo appr oaches a re interpr etated 
following the same rules. Period 1988-2011. DJIA skewness for the same period (-0.18581) and DJEW (-0.37312). 
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Figure 4. Kurtosis for MRI usi ng different risk approaches and variance-covariance matrix estimation procedures. DJIA-
MW-V stands for the MRI cal culated for the DJIA using a Moving Window Approach (MW) and Variance (V) as th e risk 
measure. DJIA-MW-SV stands for the MRI calculated for the DJIA using an Exponential Weighted (EW) Moving Arerage 
or window (MW) using Semivariance (SV) as the risk measure. The other two approaches are interpretated following the 
same rules. Period 1988-2011. DJIA kurtosis for the same period (8.485) and DJEW (8.96153). 
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Figure 5. Ma ximum Loss es for MRI using different ris k appro aches and vari ance-covariance m atrix estim ation 
procedures. D JIA-MW-V stands for  the  M RI calc ulated f or the  DJIA using a  Movi ng W indow Approach (MW ) a nd 
Variance (V) as the risk m easure. DJIA-MW -SV stands for the MRI calcul ated for  the DJ IA usi ng a n Expo nential 
Weighted (EW ) Moving Ar erage or window (MW) usi ng Semi variance (SV) as the risk measur e. T he other t wo 
approaches are interpretated following the same rules. Period 1988-2011. DJIA Maximum looses for the same period (*) 
and DJEW (*). 
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Figure 6. H istoric S harpe R atio (risk  free  return=0) for  MRI usin g different r isk a pproaches a nd v ariance-covariance 
matrix estimation procedures. DJIA-MW-V stands for the M RI calculated for the DJIA using a Moving Window Approach 
(MW) and Varianc e (V) as the risk measure. DJIA-MW -SV stands for the MRI calculat ed fo r the DJIA using  
anExponential Weighted (EW) Moving Arerage or window (MW) using Semivariance (SV) as the risk measure. The other 
two approaches are interpretated following the same rules. Period 1988-2011. DJIA Historical Sharpe Ratio for the same 
period (507.6) and DJEW (124.2). 
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Figure 7. D ynamic evo lution of MRI using  t wo risk me asures, t wo c ovariance matri x estim ation procedures, an d 
comparing results with DJIA and DJEW. Period: starting in 1988 and finishing in 2011. 
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Figure 8. D ynamic evolution of cumulative volatility of MRI using t wo risk measures, tw o covariance matrix estim ation 
procedures, and comparing results with DJIA and DJEW. Period: starting in 1988 and finishing in 2011. 
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Figure 9. Dynamic evolution of Historical Sharpe Ratio of MRI using two risk measures, two covariance matrix estimation 
procedures, and comparing results with DJIA and DJEW. Period: starting in 1988 and finishing in 2011. 
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Figure 10. Av erage n umber of comp onents for MRI us ing di fferent risk  ap proaches and v ariance-covariance m atrix 
estimation procedures. DJIA-MW-V stands for the MRI calculated for the DJIA using a Moving Window Approach (MW) 
and Var iance (V) as the risk measur e. DJIA-MW-SV stands for the MRI calculated for t he DJIA usin g an Expo nential 
Weighted (EW ) Moving Ar erage or window (MW) usi ng Semi variance (SV) as the risk measur e. T he other t wo 
approaches ar e inter pretated follo wing the  same rul es. Perio d 19 88-2011. DJIA a nd DJEW  aver age number of 
components is 30. 
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Figure 11. Av erage n umber of comp onents for MRI us ing di fferent risk  ap proaches and v ariance-covariance m atrix 
estimation procedures. DJIA-MW-V stands for the MRI calculated for the DJIA using a Moving Window Approach (MW) 
and Var iance (V) as the risk measur e. DJIA-MW-SV stands for the MRI calculated for t he DJIA usin g an Expo nential 
Weighted (EW ) Moving Ar erage or window (MW) usi ng Semi variance (SV) as the risk measur e. T he other t wo 
approaches ar e inter pretated follo wing the  same rul es. Perio d 19 88-2011. DJIA a nd DJEW  aver age number of 
components is 30. 
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Figure 1 2. Ave rage d aily tur nover for MRI using d ifferent risk appr oaches and vari ance-covariance m atrix estimation 
procedures. D JIA-MW-V stands for  the  M RI calc ulated f or the  DJIA using a  Movi ng W indow Approach (MW ) a nd 
Variance (V) as the risk m easure. DJIA-MW -SV stands for the MRI calcul ated for  the DJ IA usi ng a n Expo nential 
Weighted (EW ) Moving Ar erage or window (MW) usi ng Semi variance (SV) as the risk measur e. T he other t wo 
approaches are interpretated following the same rules. Period 1988-2011.  
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